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Shining a fierce light on the GREED, CORRUPTION, EXPLOITATION
and INJUSTICE in horse racing and bloodstock around the world.

RACING EXPOSED
FOLLOW THE MONEY TO FIND THE
LANCE ARMSTRONG IN IRISH RACING
Since the first issue of The Black
Horse Newsletter was published two
months ago, Denis Egan has quit as
CEO of the Irish Horseracing Regulatory Board (IHRB). Needing to
stem the tide of scandals constantly

washing through his office, he made himself an offer he couldn’t refuse to take early
retirement in October.
Then it was announced two senior
members of the IHRB Board of Directors
- Harry McCalmont, the chairman, and

John Power - will also be stepping down
at the end of the year as the regulator finally reacts to charges it only represents
the interests of the racing elite. Dr Lynn
Hillyer, Head of Anti-Doping, must also
now consider her position.
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STATE-SPONSORED
DOPING IN IRISH
RACING

Accusations have swirled around
for some time that performance enhancing drugs are a major problem in
Irish racing. When an English trainer
acquired six horses from Ireland he
commissioned an expert toxicologist
at a cost of £10,000 to test hair samples for the presence of steroids and
growth promoters and to give a likely
timeline if any of these banned drugs
had been administered.
While no evidence of growth promoters was found, the results indicated possible steroid use in all six horses.
The UK trainer took his expert's
detailed 15 page report to the British
Horseracing Authority (BHA) on 16
2
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September 2020. CEO Nick Rust was
about to leave his position at the BHA
and there appeared little appetite to
progress the bombshell revelations
quickly, or even at all. This, according
to strong information I was given at
the time, was down to pressure from
one of the biggest names in Irish racing for the BHA not to proceed with
any investigation.
They didn't drop it as such, but
when persuaded by Ireland's racing
elite supplied the next best result.
There was nothing to see here.
Now take a look at what happened
at the Galway Festival two weeks
ago. It's a time and date that should

go down in the history books of the
turf - 6.15pm on Wednesday, 28 July,
2020. That's when the flag fell for the
start of the Galway Plate, a famous
handicap chase with prize money of
E147,500 to the winner.
Amongst the runners was Off
You Go, one of five entries carrying
the colours of major racehorse owner
and infamous gambler, JP McManus.
He was trained by Cathal Byrnes, son
of Charles Byrnes, the trainer of the
lucky to be alive Viking Hoard, who
was doped to lose a race at Tramore
in October 2018, supposedly by a foreign criminal gang.
Someone administered such a
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massive dose of the fast-acting tranquilliser ACP to Byrnes' horse that a
drug test registered 100 times over the
screening limit. It was like someone
drinking 30 pints of strong beer and
driving his car home.
Dr Hillyer gave evidence at the
subsequent inquiry that this dangerously high dose “affected the performance of the gelding, the integrity
of the race and the health, safety and
welfare of the animal, the rider, the
stable staff and other riders and animals in the race.”
But this was not the first time Viking Hoard, under the care of Charles
Byrnes, had run badly when gambled
on to lose significant sums of money.
Byrnes, who has previously said he
couldn't survive financially as a trainer
without gambling on his horses, and
son Cathal had taken Viking Hoard
to Tramore to race, but they left him
unattended in the racecourse stables
during which time the IHRB decided
someone unknown, but with authority to be in this supposedly secure area,
“nobbled” him with the ACP.
Byrnes senior was banned from
training for six months for breaking
the rules by leaving his horse unattended. Cathal Byrnes did not cooperate with the investigation. The
IHRB was unable to find out who
doped the horse to within an inch of
his life and closed the case.

Now, at 6.15pm on
28 July 2020, Cathal
Byrnes had become
the registered trainer
of Off You Go as he
started his run in the
Galway Plate.
The IHRB rushed through his
application for a licence so he could
take over the family training operation with his father permitted to be
involved on a full time basis, even
though he was serving a six month
ban. In effect, Charles Byrnes is still
training his horses under Cathal's
name – nothing has changed.
This explains why Irish racing is in

the mess it's in – doping is fine but
don't get caught and if you do IHRB
have your back and Dr Hillyer will
sort it out for you. It's akin to the
state-sponsored doping programme
that got Russia banned from the
Olympics, except like Charles Byrnes
they are not really banned at all, as we
have all seen in Japan in recent weeks.
Doping appears to be no big deal
for McManus.
Nor were the six Irish horses with
indications of possible steroid abuse a
big deal for the BHA; they eventually requested the LGC laboratory in
Fordham, Nr Newmarket, run some
hair tests to see if the UK trainer's report stacked up.
My information, again at that
time, suggested the BHA initially accepted some of LGC's findings corroborated those of the trainer's expert,
but they then did an unexpected U
turn.
Six months later the IHRB was
called before the Agriculture Committee of the Irish Parliament (Oireachtas) to explain what's gone so
badly wrong in the country's racing
industry.
At the hearing on 8 July before a
group of eager TDs (MPs) smelling
blood, Dr Hillyer began to lie in such
a way that should mean the end of her
disastrous five years as the Head of
Anti-Doping.
In fairness, it's not totally her
fault. Firstly, she has been bullied by
CEO Egan from the start of her job
in Ireland to downplay and cover-up
the chronic doping situation that continues to shred the reputation of Irish
racing. Proof of this is to be found in
an explosive report on an employee survey carried out last year which
shows that Egan has ruled the IHRB
like Alexander Lukashenko controls
Belarus.
As with so many reports at the
IHRB, that one is top secret and will
never be made public, but is one of the
reasons Egan has decided to take early
retirement with a juicy golden handshake thanks to the country's mug
taxpayers.
Secondly, Hillyer is consumed by
the advice from the ridiculous PR mob
who have been brought in to deal with
the raging wildfires that surround the
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IHRB. There are only two rules in a
situation like this – deny everything
and lie, lie, lie. However, it's not a
good idea to lie to Parliament, which
is what Hillyer has recklessly done.
And it's much better to just tell the
truth right from the start.
As the IHRB lying machine gurgles away, Jim Bolger stands unbowed.
He's in good company, as Mahatma
Gandhi knew:

“Even if you are a
minority of one, the
truth is the truth.”
Bolger faces open hostility from
the racing establishment through the
poodles who masquerade as journalists at the likes of the Racing Post
and Irish Field. Not only is there
state-sponsored doping but the racing
media is also state-sponsored.
Hillyer told the Oireachtas:

“

As a veterinary surgeon and
a scientist, when the truth is not reported correctly, it grates. I'm hoping this morning we can set some of
those facts straight.
The six horses were Irish horses, were alleged to have anabolic
steroids on board, and we were, you
know, just doing nothing about it.
It's the absolute opposite. The minute that information came to the
BHA, they acted on it, communicated with us, we were across it and
prepared to act. They did the most
extensive piece of work I think I've
ever seen, apart from an investigation of an adverse finding, to go into
that within an inch of its life.
They analysed tail hair. They analysed mane hair. They analysed samples repeatedly at LGC laboratory,
and I won't go into again where LGC
stand in the world of hair chemistry,
and anabolic steroid chemistry – and
there was nothing.

”

But Hillyer did nothing.
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Following the standard PR plan in
crisis management, she tried to rubbish the UK trainer's expert report.
LGC actually said it was “very professional.” In comparison, the report by
the BHA contained less than a third
of the detail found in the trainer's report. The BHA only requested LGC
test three of the six horses originally
investigated and it took three months
to produce a report. Their vet initially cut the horses' hair too short for an
acceptable test to be carried out and
samples had to be taken again.
It was a shambles of a response
from the British racing regulator.
Hillyer was at pains to tell the
Oireachtas hearing LGC found nothing in the tests they ran. But the trainer told Paul Kimmage of the Irish
Sunday Independent: “It wasn't that
they found nothing – far from it.
There was just a difference of opinion on how to interpret the results.”
They said the methodology at LGC is
different and the results could be different.

It wasn't a like for
like comparison and
LGC has recent
form for testing for
drugs in horse racing
to a different level
compared to another
accredited laboratory.
LGC was testing for Zilpaterol, a human medication used to aid
breathing problems which also acts as
a growth promoter when fed to cattle and horses, at a level 2.5 times less
sensitive than the equally reputable
French drug testing facility, Laboratories des Courses Hippiques (LCH),
who flagged positives for Zilpaterol in
2020 when LGC could find nothing.
LGC have since increased the sensitivity of their testing.
LGC also didn't cover themselves
in glory when they decided to open a
drug testing facility in Kentucky, the
heart of thoroughbred racing and
breeding in the US, in 2010.
Their laboratory was beset with
backlogs of samples waiting to be test4
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ed and other integrity issues and when
they lost a contract with the Kentucky
Horse Racing Commission in 2018
LGC decided to end animal drug testing at their supposedly ground-breaking US laboratory.
So while the LGC Group has been
around since 1842, it's a fair question
to ask if their equine drug testing division is as good as they, and especially
Dr Hillyer, think it is.
Trashing the opposition could be a
good strategy if Hillyer could prove it,
which she hasn't but instead revealed
she is the conductor of a cynical cover-up to hide the clear fact Irish racing
is rotten to the core with illegal drugs
and the IHRB isn't doing anything
near enough to clean it up. And what
makes it even worse is that this lack
of action comes from the top of the
IHRB and Turf Club, because Egan
and Hillyer take their orders from the
biggest breeders and racing operation
in Ireland.
Hillyer said she was primed to
act as soon as she was told about the
UK trainer's expert report, but she
did nothing. If she was doing her job
properly as the head of anti-doping in
Ireland she would have immediately organised raids on the six trainers
involved in the report and hair tested
every last one of their horses.
This was about steroids and it
doesn't get any bigger; she had the
power to step into this case and conduct a thorough investigation her
side of the Irish Sea. She needed to
act quickly to have the best chance
of finding out what was really going
on, but she did nothing. She doesn't
need to have any reason to go into any
training yard at anytime to have blood,
urine or hair samples taken from any
horse.
This is the question that crucifies
Hillyer's reputation – why didn't she
act immediately in Ireland irrespective of what the BHA told her? Perhaps she knew in advance what the
result of the BHA investigation was
going to be.
When you see the names of some
of the trainers of the six horses you will
know why nothing happened. And
when you see the power and wealth
that is behind some of those trainers
you will understand it even more, particularly why no names have appeared
in the media.

While tests on all six Irish horses
suggested the presence of a number of
keto steroids, this special issue of The
Black Horse Newsletter will name the
trainers involved with three of those
horses with the strongest indications
of steroid use because it's a matter of
significant public concern that Irish
racing should be seen to be fully accountable instead of hiding behind the
IHRB's veil of inaction and secrecy.
I’m not naming the UK trainer
today or his expert toxicologist; they
are consummate professionals and will
decide for themselves if and when the
time is right to come out.
The first point to make regarding the expert's report is that he was
commissioned to test for 32 named
steroids, so there will have been others
that may have been administered prior
to May 2020 but not identified.
The report stated: “This was
not however, as comprehensive
in the scope of testing as could be
achieved.” The Hong Kong Jockey
Club has, for example, a test available which can target over 100 banned
substances in one sweep.

There was much
more that could have
been done if only the
BHA and the IHRB
really wanted to catch
the dopers.
The BHA has not publicly revealed
what drugs they tested for or the science used in the analysis. Why not?
It's vitally important both the BHA
and IHRB demonstrate transparency and integrity and they have failed
miserably, instead cowering behind
their belief they are not subject to the
FOI Act so that they can control the
flow of information to suit their own
agenda.
The second point to bear in mind
is that the three main horses are geldings ranging in age from five to nine
years old. They were all gelded at three
years old or earlier, two of them appreciably earlier. The relevance is that
one of the key steroids the investigation was seeking to identify was testosterone, a male hormone which can
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HORSE 1:

HORSE 2:

HORSE 3:

The expert toxicologist said this in
his report: “One horse has produced
a suspicious finding for elevated testosterone ( July – September 2019).
On the balance of probability this is
likely to reflect exogenous (external)
administration.”
This horse was registered as being in training with Willie Mullins,
Ireland’s champion jumps trainer for
the last 14 years, from December 2017
until February 2020, after which he
was sold to the UK trainer. The alleged
timeline for the administration of testosterone occurred while the horse was
on a 661 day break from the racetrack,
from 3 February 2018 to 26 November 2019. It’s presence strongly indicates an attempt to artificially improve
performance.

The report states: “A second horse
has produced a suspicious finding
androstenedione (Sept – Nov 2018).
On the balance of probability this
is likely to reflect exogenous administration.”
This horse had only one registered
trainer – Liz Doyle – before being sold
to the UK. As a 5 year old gelding, he
was second and third for Doyle in NH
flat races in March and April 2019 but
in the UK he had only one run for his
new trainer before being off the track
for 72 days for a wind operation. Androstenedione is a chemical compound
which can react to create testosterone and has a long history in human
and equine doping. It’s presence here
strongly indicates an attempt to improve the potential performance of a
racehorse.

The report further said: “A third
horse shows evidence for the presence of an unidentified keto steroid
( June – Nov 2019). On the balance of
probability this is likely to reflect exogenous administration of a performance enhancing medication within
the steroid class.”
This horse had three runs for
Aidan O’Brien, once as a two year old
in late 2017 and then two in the following year, before he was transferred
to John Halley, principal vet for Coolmore Stud and Ballydoyle Racing Stables, to train over hurdles.
He was on a 187 day break between races for Halley when the report alleges he was administered with
an unidentified steroid. Numerous
possible steroids or their variations
were listed as suspects, but further
testing was required in order to make
a definite identification.

make a racehorse bigger and stronger
and thereby affect performance by improving strength and stamina. It has
already featured in numerous doping
scandals involving Irish horses.
When a colt is gelded testosterone
levels drop significantly within 48
hours and thereafter it's only produced
in small trace amounts which would
rarely produce a positive test. Think
of all the full colts racing in every jurisdiction around the world and none
throw-up a positive for testosterone in
a post-race test. It is an accepted scientific fact that if a gelding or a filly
is above the legal limit for this steroid
it is highly probable the animal was
doped.
It is particularly informative that
the toxicologist carrying out this investigation found that all three horses
were allegedly administered steroids
while they were on a break from racing
(horses 1 and 3) or before the horse
started its racing career (horse 2). As
usual when carrying out an investigation like this, he didn't know the
names of the horses, their history or
the names of their former trainers. To
get the best results from steroids, they
need to be administered over time,
hence the reason why these horses
were treated when they weren't racing.
He concluded by stating that all

three horses also showed evidence of
a number of currently unidentified
drugs from the steroid class.

terated performance enhancing drugs
on an unprecedented scale.
Europe and Dubai were other racing jurisdictions targeted.
This systematic doping operation
would have continued undiscovered
but for the FBI wiretapping the suspects during a four year investigation.
US racing authorities knew nothing
about the drugs Servis, Navarro and
others were using so it's no surprise
experts have difficulty in identifying the latest concoctions of designer
drugs available.
It's the same in racing everywhere,
yet Hillyer didn't act when she received
priceless intelligence that might have
implicated some of the biggest crooks
in Irish racing. And that's the story
here – she knew who was involved and
was afraid of what she might find.
No other racing country has the
time, money or expertise of an organisation like the FBI to call on, so it
defies belief that all the IHRB can do
when given a great opportunity to do
their job is to deny and lie. If Hillyer
discovered steroids are used freely in
Irish racing, which they plainly are, it
would show the IHRB is either inept
or in the pocket of the superpowers
controlling the sport and the breeding
industry. A proper investigation was
deliberately stymied.

“This is a concerning
finding. A number of
these substances were
found in common in all
three horses. I have not
encountered these putative
steroids in previous hair
analyses that I have
undertaken. This merits
further analysis before
conclusions can be drawn.”
This comment sums up the increasing problems anti-doping agencies around the world are facing
- customised drugs that are extremely difficult to detect, as revealed by a
major doping scandal currently playing out in US racing, which shows an
astonishing level of criminality that
wouldn't have been busted but for the
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI).
Two leading trainers, Jason Servis and
Jorge Navarro, and thirty vets and
accomplices have been charged with
manufacturing and distributing adul-
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QUESTIONS PILE UP
ABOUT JOHN HALLEY
The Veterinary Council of Ireland Annual Report 2020

“On 8 October 2020 the Council considered a report from the
Fitness to Practise Committee in respect of an inquiry relating
to Mr Timothy Brennan, Gowran Castle, Co Kilkenny. It was
alleged that Mr Brennan (pictured front with John Halley behind
at Kilkenny Court) had in his possession unauthorised animal
remedies, failed to include the serial number on the label affixed
to certain animal remedies and failed to keep at his premises a
record of purchases and sales, including quantities administered,
and incoming and outgoing transactions. The Fitness to Practise
Committee made findings of professional misconduct in respect
of these allegations and the Council directed that Mr Brennan’s
registration in the Register of Veterinary Practitioners be
suspended for a period of two months.”
6
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These are the actions of a vet who believed he was above
the law, a vet gone rogue, findings of gross misconduct for
which he received a totally inadequate two months suspension. Other vets found guilty of similar but unrelated
charges of misconduct have routinely received penalties of
six months disqualification from VCI.
John Halley was called as a defence witness when Brennan appeared before a judge for possessing unauthorised
animal drugs. He told the judge it was just a “bureaucratic
error.” He said medicines such as those Brennan was accused of illegally possessing are often acquired from associates when busy racing vets are working abroad. Brennan
had just forgotten to throw the medications away before returning to Ireland, like Halley is also supposed to do. “They
are all therapeutic products which we would all use,”
Halley said, even though these drugs are illegal in Ireland.

But that wasn't the whole truth.
Department of Agriculture vets told
the court some of the drugs found in
Brennan's jeep when it was searched at
Willie Mullins' yard in February 2015
could enhance a racehorse's performance,
such as Hemo 15 which contains cobalt. In
other words, they could be used to cheat.
Brennan was Mullins' principal vet. Mullins has been
Champion jumps trainer in Ireland for the past 14 years.
One of Brennan's most outspoken allies is Halley, who said
Brennan had done nothing wrong.
Judge Michael O'Shea chose to ignore the evidence the
Department put forward and instead believed everything
Halley said. He put Brennan on probation with no order
for costs against him despite his guilty plea, which means
he had no real sanction. Judge O'Shea even refused Brennan's offer to make a voluntary donation of E1,000 to the
Injured Jockeys' Fund as part of his plea for leniency.
Brennan had originally faced 14 charges but a deal was
struck and ten drug violations were dropped. The Department of Agriculture then refused my FOI request to identify the drugs in the dropped charges, which I said should
be made known as an important matter of public interest.
I also argued with the Veterinary Council of Ireland
(VCI) for much of a year for permission to attend and
report on the Fitness to Practise inquiry they decided to
hold into Brennan. They said Brennan's right to privacy
was much more important than the public's right to know
what was really going on in horse racing. It was held behind
closed doors, like every inquiry into illegal activity in Irish
racing .
When the High Court affirmed Brennan's two month
ban, as it’s required to do by law, VCI registrar Niamh Muldoon told the Court Brennan's professional misconduct
was “at the higher end of the spectrum” and his possession
of unauthorised substances was “an extremely serious matter.” Yet he was banned for only two months, which sums
up why racing is in such trouble. Doping horses with illegal
drugs just isn't that serious.
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Ms Justice Mary Irvine, the President of the High
Court, said she was surprised how lenient VCI's suspension
was, but decided not to intervene.
Brennan's barrister had previously emphasised in court
this case was nothing to do with Willie Mullins. “It was
made clear that, as for Mr Mullins, there was nothing
there to see. For Mr Brennan, there is also nothing there
to see.” Coolmore and Ballydoyle's vet, Halley, also told
the court there was nothing there to see. The truth is the
opposite.
When Philip Fenton's training yard in County Tipperary was raided in January 2012, Department of Agriculture investigators found a bewildering stash of banned
substances including two anabolic steroids, Nitrotain and
Stanazolol.
The frightening part of this drug haul is that many were
not supposed to be administered to horses; they were specified for farm animals like cattle and pigs and one, Excenel,
carried a warning that it should never be given to horses.
When he finally came before the courts, Fenton was
fined E6,000 and ordered to pay E4,200 costs. The IHRB
subsequently banned him from training for three years, a
perversely lenient penalty considering the scale of cheating and abuse of horses and his previous record of drugs
violations.
I obtained the previously undisclosed list of drugs and
documents seized at Fenton's yard. The quantity involved
was a shock; a total of 31 items including documentation
was seized. Virtually all of these drugs were required to be
prescribed by a veterinary surgeon, which didn't happen.
Included on the list was “Three pages headed Fethard
Surgical Ltd,” a company which belongs to John Halley.
The vet is director and secretary of Fethard Surgical Ltd,
which trades as Fethard Equine Hospital, an impressive
state-of-art facility a couple of miles from Coolmore's main
farm. In addition to treating horses with serious illness and
injury, he also operates a drug dispensary.
I asked the Department to explain what these three
pages related to: were they delivery notes, invoices, prescriptions, letters or what? They replied they couldn't now
locate these documents and were unable to say for sure
what they referred to. It was yet another cover-up.
I wrote by registered mail to Halley and questioned him
about his connection to the drugs cheat Fenton. I asked
him did he supply Fenton with unauthorised and therefore
illegal medications and drugs? He declined to reply. Fenton
also refused to tell the Department where he acquired his
grotesque store of prohibited drugs. This is how it usually
plays out in Irish racing
Who is the “private veterinarian” from Coolmore Stud
who cleared Anthony Van Dyck to run in the 2020 Melbourne Cup despite the injury he was carrying in all four
legs? The horse sustained a catastrophic leg injury in the
great Australian race and had to be euthanised. The governing body for the Melbourne Cup, Racing Victoria, has
refused to identify who sanctioned Anthony Van Dyck to
run and covered up their own involvement in a major welfare disaster. Was it John Halley?
Follow the money and you will see who the Lance
Armstrong is in Irish racing.
THE BLACK HORSE NEWSLETTER
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THE ANTHONY VAN
DYCK SCANDAL

Anthony Van Dyck (AVD) won the Epsom Derby for
trainer Aidan O'Brien in 2019, which would normally ensure the lucky horse a great retirement as a stallion at Coolmore Stud. After all, his sire was Galileo, the best stallion
in the world, who won the same iconic race 18 years earlier.
The problem for AVD was that his Derby turned out to
be a poor race by the best standards and he failed to build
on it in the rest of his racing career. He was campaigned
around the world by O'Brien but didn't win again until late
in his four year old season, in the Prix Foy at Longchamp
after a three month break.
He was a strong stayer and not viewed commercial
enough to stand as a stallion at Coolmore in Tipperary – if
he had a future in the breeding shed it probably rested at
the operation's National Hunt division in County Cork. So
O'Brien and his owners, Magnier, Tabor and Smith, elected to keep racing him – there were still plenty of big pots
to aim for in foreign lands.
He was sent to race in Australia, starting with a promising second place in the Caulfield Cup before his principal
target, the $8 million Melbourne Cup, came up two weeks
later, where he shouldered top weight as the best horse in
the race. Three hundred metres from the finishing line and
with no chance of winning, AVD fractured his left hind
fetlock. It was a catastrophic injury and he was unable to
be saved.
8
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Social media was incensed about yet another fatality in
the Melbourne Cup and the finger of suspicion was backed
up by the statistics which told a sorry tale of destruction. In
the last 42 years no Australian trained runners have died in
this most famous of races, but 11 international horses have
lost their lives in the last ten years either in the race, or later
from injuries caused during it, or as a result of injuries suffered at Werribee International Horse Centre, where the
imported horses trained while waiting to clear quarantine
after their arrival in the country.
With the Melbourne Spring Carnival being a truly international sporting occasion, it is an extraordinary statistic
that four of the horses who have died there in the last few
years and another two who sustained serious injury came
from Aidan O’Brien’s Ballydoyle Racing Stable.
RV launched an extensive review into what was going
wrong and came up with a plan published in April 2021
they said was a new global safety benchmark for horses
competing at the carnival. An impressive set of 44 recommendations were introduced immediately including that
all horses must undergo a CT scan of their lower limbs
before being permitted to compete in the Cup.
In addition, veterinary checks were ramped up and a
full body scan became mandatory before international
horses are even allowed to travel to Australia. Irish and
English trainers have been quick to complain that the new
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rules are too restrictive, but the great Dermot Weld, Champion Trainer 21 times in Ireland and a pioneer of shipping
horses to the US and Australia, such as Vintage Crop who
won the Melbourne Cup nearly 30 years ago, supports the
changes RV have brought in. How can it be any other way
with so many horses dying?
So, while many important changes surrounding the
Melbourne Cup have been made, there is something seriously wrong about the story RV have put out about the
death of AVD in 2020. The post mortem they had the University of Melbourne carry out on the horse became a key
part of the new rules introduced.
This is the back story.
When AVD arrived at the Werribee International
Horse Centre near Melbourne from Aidan O’Brien’s training yard at Ballydoyle, RV veterinarians who inspected him
were concerned he was lame and not “suitable” to race.
The RV fatality report said: “The diagnostic procedures used by the stable’s (Coolmore Stud) private veterinarian included nerve blocks, a highly common practice
used by veterinarians to temporarily desensitise localised
areas when examining the soundness of equine athletes.”
Coolmore’s unnamed vet diagnosed Proximal Suspensory Desmitis (PSD), inflammation of the suspensory ligament, in all four limbs. RV unconditionally accepted this
diagnosis without any need for further tests. The fatality
report said PSD is “a condition that is common in athletic
horses and is considered low risk for serious injury, and
that this diagnosis was not inconsistent with the findings
of the University of Melbourne’s post mortem and considered unrelated to the fatal fractures.”
RV passed the horse fit to run in the Caulfield Cup
days later. “After racing successfully in the Caulfield Cup,
Anthony Van Dyck did not require or receive any medical intervention or pain relief, did not miss any planned
work and did not, in the opinion of the panel of RV veterinarians and the stable’s veterinarian, present with any
condition or changes in its gait that would ordinarily necessitate further diagnostic procedures be undertaken.”
The telling part of that statement is that not one single expert or veterinarian was prepared to put their name
to these actions and opinions. This was RV investigating
RV and producing a report to cover-up that Anthony Van
Dyck then went out and shattered a fetlock in the Melbourne Cup while carrying an injury in all four legs, which
all the attending vets knew about, and had to be euthanised.

This was a horse that arrived in Werribee
from Tipperary a month earlier so
obviously lame that RV’s vets initially
decided he was not fit to race. But hey,
it’s a long way to come and not get a run,
what’s the harm in giving him a spin?
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RV said the post mortem was instrumental in determining their new plan of action to stop the death and destruction in the Melbourne Cup, but they refused to share
it with the outside world. When I made an FOI request in
the public interest to obtain a copy, RV declined because
they said everyone from the top honcho at the University of Melbourne right along to the stable cat at Werribee
would have their personal privacy breached if it was made
public.
I wanted to know who said what and if there were any
medications found in the numerous samples taken in the
course of the post mortem. RV decided the disclosure of
the document would be contrary to the public interest for
numerous reasons, but one stood out as far as I was concerned.
RV refused to give me access to the post mortem because the examination and analysis of “biological samples”
could reveal the presence of a pre-existing injury or condition that may have predisposed the horse to injury or death;
it might indicate “physical tampering” with the horse that
could have contributed to the incident that caused his fatal
injury; or the use of “substances” that contributed to his
death could be identified.
That’s exactly what I wanted to find out, which I believe is in the public interest of race fans, bettors and those
working in the industry. And not forgetting the horse’s
welfare. It’s the same argument I’ve been having with the
IHRB in Ireland – the right to know what is going on in a
sport in which so many people have a personal interest, but
it just doesn’t happen in the secretive world of horse racing.
There is no shortage of veterinary evidence available
which supports the view that he should have been rested, if
only out of an abundance of caution.
Not one veterinarian from RV or Coolmore Stud put
their name to an opinion that the injury AVD carried into
the Melbourne Cup had no bearing whatsoever on the catastrophic injury he suffered which necessitated his euthanasia.
Simonette Foletti, RV’s FOI Officer, signed off by saying she was satisfied it would be contrary to the public interest to release the document to me. “The information is
of a sensitive nature and was provided in confidence to
the agency. The University of Melbourne has indicated
that post mortem reports are written by officers on the
understanding that the medical information contained
within them is kept confidential.”
Doesn’t that tell the real story here – the post mortem
into Anthony Van Dyck’s tragic death had to be kept secret because RV was afraid to allow the information it contained to become public knowledge.
I could have appealed the decision to the Victorian Information Commissioner but there’s no point, it’s a much
bigger story that they have admitted this post mortem,
which the law clearly states should be made public, was supressed to protect the reputations of some very important
people at Racing Victoria, Coolmore Stud and Ballydoyle
Racing Stables.
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IHRB SLAMS JOHN
HALLEY’S VETS
It was obviously coming. Denis Egan has such a backlog
of decided doping cases at the IHRB that he just needed
a bad news day to get a couple out into the public domain
while everyone was looking in another direction.
He's done it before, like a day before the start of the
Christmas holidays, when he posted as quiet as a church
mouse on the regulator’s website that Ireland's young golden boy, Joseph O'Brien, had been found with a performance
enhancing drug in one of his horses.
And then there was the time, first day back after another Christmas break, when English trainer Hugo Palmer
somehow walked away free for doping his horse in an important race at the Curragh, the Home of Irish Racing. It's
a favourite Egan ploy.
The fall-out from Panorama’s expose into racehorse
welfare in the UK was too good an opportunity to miss.
Tucked away out of plain sight amongst a few innocuous
reports about errant jockeys were surprising stories about
another two trainers who were found to have drugged their
horses.
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Michael Winters had followed the advice of a veterinary surgeon and walked away free, which is often the case
with the IHRB, but Michael O'Meara also did what his vet
advised and got hit with a hefty fine for his stupidity.
The theme running through both cases concerned
trainers trying to pull a stroke and inept vets pretending
not to know the rules.
O'Meara trained Noble Music to win a handicap at
Cork in October 2020 but a post race blood test threw up
a positive for Triamcinolone Acetonide (TCA), a potent anti-inflammatory and painkiller usually injected into damaged joints. This drug is everywhere in Irish racing because
of it's powerful long lasting effects, but must not be present
in a horse's system on race day.
The IHRB report stated: “Mr O'Meara, working with
his veterinary surgeon, did not take all reasonable precautions to avoid this adverse analytical finding because
an insufficient period of time was left between administration of the drug and the day of the race to allow the
horse adequate time for response to the medication, re-
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covery and repair.” The trainer, aided and abetted by his
veterinarian, rushed his injured horse back to race too soon.
Compounding this situation was the further administration of two other medications. Amikacin, an injectable
antibiotic used to treat serious bacterial infections, was
administered at the same time the TCA was injected into
Noble Music's stifle. Then, on the morning before the horse
raced, he was injected with Cartrophen, another anti-inflammatory painkiller, which broke the golden rule that no
medications of any description are permitted to be administered on race day.

The IHRB stated
the advice given by
O'Meara's vets was
“wholly inadequate,
irresponsible and
demonstrated a clear
lack of knowledge and/or
disregard for the rules of
racing and/or the welfare
of the horse.”
The vets involved in this deplorable welfare breach were
Donncha Houlihan and Jack McCarthy of Greenmount
Equine Hospital in Limerick, both of whom have been the
villains in previous IHRB pantomime inquiries.
Houlihan got trainer Denis Hogan off the hook for a
serious doping violation in 2019 when he told Lynn Hillyer he may have injected Hogan's horse, Turbine, with the
powerful anabolic steroid Nandrolone by mistake when the
horse was in Greenmount Hospital for throat surgery and
this could have caused the violation of the rules Hogan
then faced.
This fanciful explanation put forward was utterly implausible, but Hillyer swallowed it hook, line and sinker,
anything to show this was not deliberate doping, which it
was, with a banned steroid. It's time the Veterinary Council
of Ireland took a good look at Houlihan because he is making Irish racing look even worse than it is, if that's possible.
O'Meara said he has sacked his vet and the horse's
owner then sacked her trainer – Noble Music is now out
of this doping paradise that is Ireland and doing very well
for Jerome Reynier in France. That’s a lesson that needs
to be taken onboard.
Sayce Gold, owned by Trevor Hemmings and trained
by Winters in County Cork, won a mares National Hunt
flat race at Fairyhouse in November 2020 but afterwards
tested positive for the same drug as Noble Music – TCA.
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Winters told the IHRB the mare had been injected with
this powerful anti-inflammatory painkiller in both her stifles and Ger Kelly of Fethard Equine Hospital, owned by
Coolmore Stud's vet, John Halley, claimed this treatment
occurred 22 days before she raced at Fairyhouse and the
drug should have cleared her system in time for the race
she subsequently won.
The chairman of the disciplinary committee, Mr Justice Raymond Groarke, said Winters had sought and
relied on veterinary advice from Fethard Equine Hospital which was erroneous. The horse was disqualified but
Winters had his fine of E1,000 waived because the Judge
said it wasn't his fault but that of vet Kelly.
The vet also revealed the horse had previously undergone key-hole surgery to both stifles, but Winters said he
was unaware of this earlier treatment as that was when she
was in the care of her former trainer, who was not named.
Records show that Sayce Gold has only run while
trained by Winters, starting out when third in another flat
race at Cork on 4 January 2020, after which she was off the
course for nearly a year before her ill-fated reappearance at
Fairyhouse. As ever with an IHRB doping inquiry there
are more questions than answers and who knows what the
truth is?
Hillyer said vets aren't listening to the advice the IHRB
is repeatedly giving out about the use of drugs like TCA,
but that's the point, trainers are administering it as close to
a race as possible to maximise the painkilling effect to allow
a horse to race while feeling no pain. Both these horses
were carrying serious injuries but thanks to TCA they won
their races. This is called cheating, with no regard whatsoever for the welfare of horses or jockeys.
There was a time when Hillyer would collude with veterinary surgeons to cover-up blatant instances of doping in
order to falsely portray Irish racing as clean of drugs, but
such is the pressure she is now under with her own integrity constantly being questioned it's every man and woman
for themselves at the Irish Horseracing Regulatory Board.
It's just collateral damage if the vets have to go under
the bus – Hillyer is fighting to save her job.
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MV Magnier and JP Magnier (left) accompany Maximum Security as joint owners after his win in the $20 million Saudi Cup in
2020, with trainer Jason Servis pictured right. Servis has denied doping the horse with performance enhancing drugs, but fellow
trainer Jorge Navarro and veterinarians have pleaded guilty to their part in the huge scandal. The Magniers face losing their $10
million share of the prizemoney if, as expected, Maximum Security is officially disqualified; the horse now stands as a stallion at
their Ashford Stud in Kentucky with his reputation all but shredded because of human greed.

Two weeks after Medina Spirit, trained by serial doper Bob Baffert, shocked the racing world when he tested positive for a
banned drug following his win in the iconic Kentucky Derby in May 2021, Coolmore Stud celebrated victory with their filly As
Time Goes By in a lucrative Group 2 race at Santa Anita. Pictured is trainer Baffert (far right) and the suitably delighted Tipperary racehorse breeder Timmy Hyde (second left), representing her owners the Magniers, Michael Tabor and Derrick Smith.
The message is obvious – Coolmore Stud stands with Baffert, king of dopers.
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The Black Horse Inside Coolmore and
The Black Horse Is Dying are available on
Amazon or contact the author at
will.r.jones@hotmail.com or the publisher at
info@goldrushpublications.com

